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PETER KASPAR

LIQUID BEING
The complexity of the development pace of technological progress and artificial intelligence forces us to often resort to simplification,
categorization and to understand the current situation through binary optics. We have the impression that humans and technologies are two
distinct categories and that our task is to search for relationships between them. It is difficult for us to admit that our individual
and collective existences are, inherently intertwined with technologies, that enclosing these categories into separate units is not
possible anymore, that stereotypes about what we consider as “typically human” and “typical for technologies” gradually cease to apply
and that dividing “realities” into physical and virtual is not functioning.
The thought field that opens in this way unlocks a space for questions concerning human “uniqueness” and the extent to which exclusive
rights to emotions, friendship or spirituality are attributable to us. Can technologies mimic them? Or will they ever be able to experience them? Will our “uniqueness” melt? Digital metahumans imitate our facial expressions, interactions and are gradually less distinguishable from us. We form technologies and they retroactively shape us. Their features are programmed to reseble ours, but once they
start mastering them, we get scared. We’re afraid of being substituted. We long so much for them to move like us, to get their algorithms
to develop pathways similar to the pathways in our brains and to get them to acquire a sensitivity similar to ours. We want them to be
reflections of our progress, but in the meantime, they are becoming larger shadows walking in front of us instead.
We often begin to think of and claim emotions and tenderness at a moment, when we feel that they are in danger, when such a situation is
outlined, in which it would not be just us owning them anymore. We store them in things and artefacts which are supposed to help us not
to forget, but the heaviness of material overwhelms the feeling. Peter Kašpar provides us with a platform where, in an interaction with a

2021 Liquid Being (installation view) at A Promise Of Kneropy, Bratislava.
Light box,ABB robotic hand, crystal bowl, ytong, oscilator,UV print on cement
board, hyper realistic humans rendered in Unreal Engine.

In 2018, I was selected by co-curator Baseera Khan to create a new work
for a group exhibition called Volumes, which explored the concept of
collecting, gathering and distributing information and connecting two
important places of knowledge sharing: libraries and museums.
The exhibition took place at the Queens Museum in New York City.For this
project, I created a work called 1. The title points to materials,
technologies and their connection with nature and space. In case 1, I
look at fiber optic communication technologies, which can be used as a
medium for transmitting light with high efficiency between the two ends
of the cable, but also for data communication transmitted at the speed
of light. So, on the one hand, it is a communication device, but it is
also light transmitted through this fiber at high speed.
I have found that he is interested in what I now know as "cognitive
dissonance," which is a state of inconsistent thoughts that evokes a
sense of discomfort that leads to a change in one's attitudes, beliefs,
or behavior. For me, it is basically the moment when a new mysterious
behavior or feeling is introduced into an already known fact or belief
and your brain tries to analyze and process it. 1 is a guide to this
condition in some respects. One sees what goes beyond ordinary materials
- in my case a sheet of plywood measuring 4 x 8 inches. The information
built into the fiber optics causes a visual disturbance of the wood
layer. Fiber optics allow light to pass through layers of wood and fall
on the substrate, revealing a light pattern. It reveals that there is
always more in things than we see at first glance. It is a state when we
process new, unknown properties and behavior of already known materials,
in this case plywood. The whole work was powered by a solar panel which
was placed on the roof of the museum.

2018 Queens Museum, NY
Birch wood weneer,plywood,AMG batteries,
charge controller,cables,fibre optics,
led light source

Timemachine:
I reconstructed the covered bleacher where I used to hang out as a teenager. This was
based only on the images from my memory. The object was made with the addition of fiber
optics and black glass as seats. The intention was to create a meta-space where I
re-materialized and re-contextualized my memories to fit the current era and stage of
technological development. This work is the first one where a technological layer was
added. Technology is not only visible in the physical state, but I'm also looking on the
idea of our mind and perception as part of technology, both affecting and developing
each other. The optical fiber here serves as a source of light but this technology is
mostly used as a data transfer method for fast optic internet. “Light” has always been a
favorite concept of spiritual terminology. In particular, it has served as a metaphor
for knowledge as distinct from the darkness of ignorance. When it is dark, we cannot
observe or recognize anything. We are kept in ignorance. But when there are light and
day, we can find our way around—we know. This simple experience of man was transferred
to matters of the mind and spirit at an early date of the most remote history of
mankind. The memory of it has stayed alive in man’s consciousness to the present days.

2017 Brooklyn,NY,
steel, corrugated metal,fiber optic,led light source,glass

Panoramic sunroof, Arduino,Motion sensor,Power convertor.

Sunroof is an installation that considers the troubled

ecological circumstances of our time through
photography, sound, and sculpture. In this work, I present the automobile industry as a
complex system that connects natural resources with economic production and explores the ways in
which this conjures cultural references and personal
memories. The installation functions as a sensorial
device interweaving object and memory, the material with
the intangible.
In Sunroof, I combined a sound piece derived from recent
recordings of radio astronomy with two objects intervened
to operate as poetic mediums.I introduced a moment of
strangeness and
nostalgia by physically recasting these elements, and
modifying its status as mass produced and
distributed products. The alteration of a car appliance,
makes evident the connection between natural resources
and human consumption, while considers the large process
of fabrication and global trade.It also questions capitalist modes of production through the incorporation of
an object which was stolen from VW factory and is considered a luxury. A symptom of highly questionable justifications of process that create mainstream value systems.
The sunroof is reprogrammed and connected to a motion
sensor which is opening it every time somebody is passing
by.

Uv print on recycled rubber floor, RGB led stage lights 120x180cm

Sand signal.
I installed the 8m long pole with a circular red led light on
the top. The visuality of a red circle is inspired by ufo
pictures on the internet. The excitement about the possibility of extraterrestrial life. Carl Jung in his book A Modern
Myth of Things Seen in the Sky analyzes this worldwide belief
of life outside our planet as the world's biggest phenomena.
From the philosophical point this is equally fascinating if
the ufos are real or if it is just a collective belief based
on our vivid imagination. This object tends to explore the
limitations of our mind through the direct confrontation with
the universe. It activates our imagination to confront the
physical reality which we agreed to believe we live in.
Reconsidering the role of time, scale and physicality as a
base for current technology.

2018 Miami Beach/SVA NY, Metal pipe, led neon rope, batteries

SKIN
Is an ongoing project in which I'm
taking pictures of the skin of different people and analyzing them through
an AI algorithm which is comparing them
with the database of a star constellation looking for a match. On this project, I worked with Dustin Land from
the Perimeter Institute for Theoretical
Physics. We used a system for automatically recognizing (or astrometically
calibrating) astronomical images using
pattern recognition and fast search
techniques.
We don't realize how impermanent we
are, and that our bodies are made of
remnants of stars and massive explosions in the galaxies. All the material
in our bodies originates in that residual stardust, and it finds its way into
plants, and from there, it turns into
nutrients that we need for everything
we do—think, move, grow. And every few
years the bulk of our bodies is newly
created.

13 Digital images stored on cloud,

The unconsciousness of the internet:
A performance, based on my long-term research of artificial
intelligence and the race to find Artificial General Intelligence . Programing of algorithms needs huge datasets that are
fed to machine learning. These datasets are owned by big tech
companies like Facebook and Google. This opens many questions
regarding AI ethics, one recently tackled by Timnit Gebru who
was fired from the google AI ethics team for writing a paper in
which she exposed biases that are fed to learn the AI systems.
These data sets represent the major voice of the internet and
omit minorities. This led me to think about notions such as the
unconsciousness of the internet - the summary of all the data
fed to the AI. Thus, the performance is tackling the ideas of
human consciousness and its states and possible merges with the
artificial. Five people were invited to participate in a guided
meditation led by an iPhone virtual assistant SIRI, which was
streamed live on Instagram. Everybody sat in front of a MacBook
where the generative screensaver was on. I then connected the
iPhone and by the calming sounds of an aquarium filled with
fresh Perrier water Siri started to lead the journey to performers' inner spaces.

12 macbooks, aquarium, Perrier water, Iphone6 plus,charging station
2018, Brooklyn, NY

Solar moves.
In this public intervention,
I installed pieces of wood
that have embedded a light
source that lit up the wood
from the inside. These were
connected to a hidden motion
sensor. Each time a person
was passing the object, the
light was triggered and the
wood started to glow. This
subtle intervention and
change of the urban landscape are introducing a
feeling of strangeness, an
otherworldly feeling of
material deviance.
It confronts the state of
our reality by disturbing
our presence in this space
time by introducing the
otherworldly feeling of
strangeness and material
deviance.
What if consciousness is
not something special that
the brain does but is
instead a quality inherent
to all matter?
This subtle intervention is
creating a meta-material
which is acting as a conscious matter trying to
communicate.

Intensions variable:
The bomber jacket represents a strong memory from growing up in the
90s when the radical right groups were wearing this jacket as their
signature. A Bomber jacket originates in military clothing which
trickled down into subcultures such as punk and has recently made its
way into high fashion. 28 jackets were ordered from a military store
and returned after the exhibition. This object's material and color
representation is triggering strong individual memories. The social
impact of the fashion its materials and shapes as a stimulus for
unconscious behavior. In this work, I'm focusing on our personal and
collective memory. Im trying to find the intersection of the memory
as a point in space time where our personal memories meet in the
present. The linearity of time and the materiality of space are colliding here to form a new experience that is forming a new mind-image
and a new branch in the nonlinear space time.

2017 Lyons Weir Gallery,NY
28pcs of Bomber Jackets

We come in peace.
This is an online project where I’m working with photos from different neighborhoods in this case Brooklyn where I lived and was documenting the ongoing gentrifications. In these two works, I used images of light tower generators installed
on the streets. I’m composing them in 3d space with models of curiosity rover
landing site on Mars and Cassiopeia A, the debris field left behind after a massive star explosion. These two scenarios of an ongoing process of gentrification
and the plans to colonize the space represented by a 3d model rendered in virtual
space. These works are stored in the cloud in a non-material dimension of a space
that's being occupied by data. Three layers of space and time, Present Future, and
The Meta-Future.
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